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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Summer 2004

ChoosingWords

Programme 2 
By Bernagh Brims
 

The second in a unit of programmes celebrating words, in which Libby and Michael will be exploring 

what we can do with them - how we choose them, how words can stretch the imagination, or make 

you feel.

Poems

      Jigglewords

  Clean words 

  Sticky words

  Jolly words

  or sad;

  

  Words that tickle

  Words that laugh

  Words that make you mad!

  Groaning words

  And moaning words

  Words for night

  or day;

  Words that sing

  and skip and dance,

  or wiggle

  on their way!

       by Judith Nicholls 

    Granny

  I love it when my Granny’s

  There when I come in from play

  And it’s really really brilliant

  When she says she’s come to stay.

  I like it when my Granny

  Bakes me buns with chocolate drops

  They’re ever so much nicer

  Than the ones you buy in shops.

  

  But the very nicest thing

  Is when it’s time to go to bed,

  My granny tells me stories

  Not from books, but from her head!

      by Bernagh Brims

4 May                            
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   Breakfast for One

  Hot thick crusty buttery toast

  Buttery tasty thick hot crust

  Crusty thick hot toasty butter

  Thick hot buttery crusty toast

  Toasty buttery hot thick crust

  Hot buttery thick crusty toast

  With marmalade, is how I like it most!

     by Judith Nicholls

 Rhymes to make you feel....

  Frosty, freezing fi ngers

  Slippery slidey ice

  Sharp, stinging air

  Nippy noses!

          ***

  Red hot fl ickery fl ames

  Dark behind us, gold in front.

  Milky chocolate in a big brown mug.

  Warm woolly dressing gown, hugging you close.

         ***

  Wild wet wind whistling

  Huge waves crashing

  Wet wellies in water

  Salty spray.

 

Story

                      Wee Purple Betty and the Troll         

Written by: Amy Warnock and Grace Brown when in P5, Mallusk Primary School

After the programme

-   Read the ‘feeling’ rhymes above and talk about how the words make you feel.  Make up 

     some ‘feeling’ sentences of your own.

-   Talk about words ‘making a picture in your head’  (could be linked to a project on the 

   senses i.e. do the words make you ‘see’, ‘hear’, ‘smell’, ‘taste’ anything etc.)

-   Talk about words being chosen for the wrong reasons e.g. name calling or being

     unkind about someone’s appearance.  Being careful about the words you choose.

-   Play word games involving alliteration, onomatopoeia, tongue twisters. 

-   Experiment with how changing one word can change the direction of a whole story, as 

     in the programme i.e. I looked in the dark space under the stairs and I felt.......frightened

                    cross

                  like laughing

    Make up some more samples.

-   Talk about words the children like the sound of (not the meaning) e.g. tyrannosaurus,      

  squelch, whoosh.  Write their suggestions on the board and say them aloud together.
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-   Talk about the story.  The authors, Grace Brown and Amy Warnock, were nine when they    

wrote the story.  How do your children think they went about it?  (There will be a lot more  on creative 

writing next week)

-   Make up a sentence involving your own name, using alliteration, or as a tongue twister e.g.  

 Libby’s lovely little light lilac lorry.   Michael’s millions of mean mischievous mice.

-   Read the poem ‘Breakfast for One’ again or write it on the board and talk about it.      

-   Fostering children’s development of an interest in words can be carried on throughout       

  every subject e.g.

  *  When sharing a story: why did the writer choose this word?  

                                *  What other word might have been chosen?

 *  Group discussions: describe exactly how it looked/you felt.

    *  What’s another word for that?

    *  Can you invent a new word to describe that shape/sound etc 

    *  Music. Think of words to describe that pitch/tempo/type of sound.

    *  Art. How could you describe that colour/shape/patterns?

   *  PE.  Act out these words - slither, hobble, dull, excited, sad.

-   Make word collections, and display or store them for the whole class to use, or keep as           

 personal word books.

     e.g.      funny words

                 scary words

                 hot words

               cold words

                 happy words

                 words that sound good

-   Discuss what resources the children use if they don’t know the meaning of a word. e.g.    

 dictionaries, word books, etc.  Emphasise the importance of alphabetical order.

N.B.  See  programmes 1 and 3 for more suggestions.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: describe and 

  talk about real and imaginary experiences and about

  people, places, things and events. 

  Pupils should develop the ability to: discuss features

  of language.

Reading: Pupils should develop the ability to: recognise and 

  notice how words are constructed; make use of 

  personal word banks, dictionaries, information books

  and data on computer, etc. for reading and writing tasks.

Writing: Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment with

  words e.g. word games, riddles and rhymes.
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Cross-Curricular Links


